Santa Clara University. Ignatian Way: June 2019.

Have you ever thought about bringing your mascot to a
pilgrimage? Here you have one! And it ended as clean as
you see here after the whole pilgrimage! The students
from Santa Clara University took care of the tiny dog. Pity he couldn't run freely on the beautiful fields of
Urbia as he had to stay with the group of 21 pilgrims. But he enjoyed the food stops along the way... as
much as our feet enjoyed the freedom out of the boots! Second half of June 2019: hot weather but not an
obstacle to walk... just wake up at 5:30 AM and start walking!😉

Talking about food stops... what a big surprise! Posada Ignatius has now a brand new restaurant!! Here in
Navarrete, with the Parrish priest and Juan, the owner of Posada Ignatius. The ambience is cousy and the
food explendid. A good place to recover in La Rioja from the beautiful but hard steps in Euskadi. Of course,
pilgrims had to stop their usual practice of penances along the way because of the presence of the La Rioja
wines and tasty gastronomy. At the same time, some relax and play chess at the Posada.

Early morning walking, taking care of our mascot and enjoying the welcome of Saint Ignatius Parish in
Logroño. As always crossing our friends from the Saint James Camino, from Navarrete to Montserrat.
The hardships of the pilgrimage again: take water and be careful with the sunstroke! We had three people
needing some kind of extra hydration! It was hot. And beautiful. Not just the fields but the towns: we could
enjoy one typical "devils" fireworks festival in Cervera.

Long and beautiful Camí Ignasià in Catalonia.
Sometimes across the fields, sometimes in narrow
paths of mountain, sometimes having the
Montserrat Mountain as a compassionate witness
of our sweat... and of our sharing food under the
shade of a merciful tree. 😅

Montserrat was a surprise for all, even to our mascot:
you see the mountain from high and this is a beautiful
view of it. Going down to Can Massana it is a bit
difficult: you don't have to miss the signal or you are
going to walk a long detour! Hopefully the arrows are
there to help! Unless the guards of the Montserrat
National Park erase them!! And the beauty of
mountain flowers!

Montserrat, straight down to Manresa... and finally The Cave of
Saint Ignatius!!! After the mass together and spending one day
visiting the Ignatian Manresa, back home! Now with another
"mascot": the Ignatian Sun! A beautiful present to bring back
home to the people we love!

Welcome back at any time!

